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Abstract
Proximate nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defects with inter-defect interaction may establish a
new kind of quantum qubit network to explore controlled multi-body quantum dynamics.
Especially, by introducing the critical distance and favorable orientation between a pair
of NV defects, the quantum resonance (QR) can be induced. Here, we present the rst
real-time depolarization and phonon dynamics on the excited state at ambient temperature
which are intrinsic to the proximate multi-NV defects. We computationally demonstrated
that the QR can eectively change the major properties of the multi-NV defects such as
orbital degeneracy, orbital delocalization, local phonon modes, electron-phonon coupling,
and orbital depolarization dynamics, elucidating the physical mechanisms and nding the
key factors to control them. The physical insights provide a starting point for the positioning
accuracy of NV defects and creation protocols with broad implications for magnetometry,
quantum information, nanophotonics, sensing and spectroscopy, letting the QR be a new






























Diamond can stably accommodate a point defect called the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) de-
fect composed of a nitrogen substitution with a nearest-neighbor vacancy.1{10 The NV defect
is a leading candidate of building blocks for future quantum computers11{14 and nanoscale
sensor devices15{19 because of the promising spin and optical properties, e.g. spin coherences
of one second at room temperature and their precise quantum control for individual NV de-
fect. Proximate NV defects with inter-defect interaction may further establish a new kind of
quantum qubit network in solids and can be a fruitful test to explore controlled multi-body
quantum dynamics.4,20{26 Recent advances in the ion implantation method,19,22,27{30 which
is a widely employed strategy to create an NV defect at a precisely controlled location, have
made it possible to create more proximate NV defects in a diamond crystal that may inter-
act with each other. Elucidating how proximate NV defects interact and change intrinsic
properties of each NV defect is actually becoming a key challenge. Concentration of NV
defects drastically changes spin depolarization dynamics,4,31 NV ionization rates,21 carrier
dynamics under photoexcitation,32,33 and spectroscopy like uorescence.21,34{36 Even appli-
cations to heralded two-NV-defect quantum gates24 as well as the magnon condensation due
to dense ensemble of NV defects4 were recently proposed. However, despite its paramount
importance in utilizing this new kind of properties in interacting NV defects, the possibil-
ities and roles are not fully understood yet. There is further possibility of the multi-NV
defects: By introducing the critical nanoscale distance and favorable orientation between a
pair of NV defects, the quantum resonance (QR) can be induced owing to the short-range
strong interaction between two NV defects which is physically dierent from the longer-range
dipole-dipole interaction.37 The QR should more eectively change the major properties of
NV defects such as orbital degeneracy, local phonon modes, electron-phonon couplings, and
spin and orbital depolarization dynamics due to the stronger inter-defect interaction.
The NV defect is just like a soft molecule embedded in a diamond crystal, and thus under-
goes a signicant structural change and phonon modication by photoexcitation at ambient
temperature e.g. the zero-phonon line became lowered compared to the lowest vertical ab-
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sorption energy through nuclear relaxation on the ES while the phonon spectrum and the
ES orbital dynamics depend on the temperature.1,10,38{47 In order to fully elucidate ultrafast
picosecond and femtosecond non-radiative dynamics appearing in the NV defect,42,44,48 the
eects of temperature to cause thermal uctuations,49,50 vibrational phonon modes localized
around the NV defect,43,45,48,51{53 and electron-phonon couplings inuencing non-adiabatic
(NA) transition dynamics42,45,48,54{57 as well as the Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion50,57 are all
important. We recently developed a new computational method to simulate real-time NA
photoexcited dynamics of electron occurring in the single NV defect embedded in a dia-
mond crystal at ambient temperature based on an ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulation.42 The simulations successfully reproduced the experimentally observed ultrafast
component of the orbital depolarization decay of 100 fs as well as the slower component
of 10 ps including the temperature dependence. The orbital depolarization dynamics domi-
nates ultrafast electron dynamics occurring in the NV defect on the excited state (ES) after
photoexcitation,42,48 and will be referred simply as the depolarization below.
In this letter, we present the rst real-time depolarization and phonon dynamics on the
ES at ambient temperature which are intrinsic to the proximate multi-NV defects exhibit-
ing the short-range QR. We extended our previous computational method mentioned above
to specically extract and calculate time-dependent orbital energies and electron-phonon
couplings of relevant electron spin only. In particular, we characterized the ultrafast de-
polarization and local phonon modes varying inter-defect distance and orientations, which
allows us to elucidate the physical mechanisms and to nd the important key factors such
as critical nanoscale distance and favorable orientation to control its properties.
In order to discuss eects of the QR between the multi-NV defects, we introduce two NV
defects which are placed with the dierent inter-defect distances and orientations. The total
charge of the NV diamond cell was set to be -2. Figure 1 shows the stable structures of the
multi-NV defects in the diamond crystal, L3, L1 and L'1, optimized on the ES. Note that the
two NV defects are not on the diagonal axis of the diamond cell. Our guiding principle to
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L3(a) L1(b) L’1(c)
Figure 1: Optimized geometries of (a) L3, (b) L1 and (c) L'1 on the ES. The periodic supercell
contains two N atoms and 508 C atoms. Each NV defect is composed of one vacancy site
and four closest atoms, one N atom (blue) and three C atoms (orange), which are labeled
as N1, a1, b1 and c1 for the rst NV defect and N2, a2, b2 and c2 for the second NV defect,
respectively.
design the multi-NV diamond is placing the two pairs of the NV defects as close as possible
to the center of the diamond cell with the same N-V bond direction. (See Computational
Method in Supporting Information) We hereafter focus on the defect orbitals which have
a down-spin electron because the defect orbitals which have an up-spin electron as well as
the valence band (VB) are fully occupied and quiet here while the ES NA transition dy-
namics related to depolarization happens only among the electron down-spin defect orbitals
involving their occupied and unoccupied orbitals. The six electron down-spin defect orbitals
are numbered from 1019 to 1024 in the order of the lower orbital energy. All the orbitals
discussed below refer only to electron down-spin orbitals and will be simply expressed as
orbitals unless otherwise stated. The ES was made by exciting a down-spin electron from
the highest-energy occupied orbital, the orbital 1020, up to the rst unoccupied orbital, the
orbital 1021. L3 has the longer inter-defect distance and should exhibit the weaker QR be-
tween the two NV defects while L1 has the shorter inter-defect distance and should exhibit
the stronger QR compared to L3. L'1 has the same inter-defect distance as L'1s while the two
NV defects are oppositely orientated so that the two N atoms are aligned between the two
vacancies blocking the QR, which reduces the extent of the QR. We emphasize that total
density of NV defects in a diamond crystal does not need to be extremely high here because
only a single pair of two NV defects is necessary to achieve the present QR.




Figure 2: Defect orbital energies relative to the highest energy of the VB orbitals of (a)
L3, (b) L1 and (c) L'1 optimized on the ES at 0 K and the averages of the real-time orbital
energies uctuating at 300 K. The unit is eV. Defect orbitals (d) 1021 and (e) 1020 optimized
on the ES at 0 K and the corresponding time-dependent defect orbitals at 1 ps, 2 ps and
3 ps during the ES AIMD simulations at 300 K. The defect orbitals were visualized by
XCrySDen2 with the isovalue of 0.025.
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Computational Method in Supporting Information) Our computational method takes into
account the JT distortion and phonon dynamics modied on the ES, and also the time- and
orbital-dependent electron-phonon coupling and their thermal modulations at the ambient
temperature. The time- and orbital-dependent electron-phonon coupling, which would never
appear under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation with stationary atoms, plays a critical
role in determining the ES NA transition dynamics among the defect orbitals which are the
main focus of the current study. The phonon modes and electron-phonon couplings related to
the multi-NV defects on the ES and on the ground state (GS) should be dierent especially
at the ambient temperature, requiring the current real-time MD simulations on the ES at
300 K.48,54
We obtained the stable temperature uctuations around 300 K in the ES AIMD sim-
ulations of L3, L1 and L'1.(Fig. S1) The stable temperature uctuations support that the
L3, L1 and L'1 systems can stably exist and modulate even on the ES at the ambient tem-
perature; the current stable temperature uctuations would not be realized if the structures
were unstable or fragile. Actually, the thermal structural disorder at 300 K is quite small in
any of the L3, L1 and L'1 cases, indicating the stable structural modulations around the ES
structure at 0 K. (Table S1) Such structural modulations directly lead to the stable uctua-
tions of the orbital energies of L3, L1 and L'1 on the ES at 300 K. (Fig. S2) The signicantly
uctuating energies of each NV defect orbital at the ambient temperature aect the ES NA
transition dynamics among the defect orbitals, which will be discussed in Fig.5.
Figs.2(a)-2(c) show the ES orbital energies of L3, L1 and L'1 optimized at 0 K and the
averages of the real-time orbital energies uctuating at 300 K shown in Fig. S2. The energies
of the orbitals 1022-1024 become less degenerate in L1 than in L3 and L'1 at 0 K. The stronger
QR induced between the two proximate NV defects in L1 causes a stronger coupling among
the defect orbitals, leading to the more split and less degenerate higher-energy orbitals in
L1. However, even the more degenerate higher-energy orbitals 1022-1024 in L3 and L'1 at 0
K become less degenerate at 300 K due to the thermal modulation of the orbital energies
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at the ambient temperature. In addition, the patterns of the GS orbital energies at 0 K are
more similar to the patterns of the ES orbital energies at 0 K rather than to the patterns of
the ES orbital energies averaged at 300 K; the higher-energy orbitals, 1021-1024, are more
degenerate at 0 K both on the GS and ES compared to the ES orbital energies averaged
at 300 K although the degeneracy is slightly more apparent on the GS than on the ES.
(Fig. S3) The degeneracy of the higher-energy orbitals, which is important for the ultrafast
depolarization through the NA transition dynamics among them, is inuenced not only by
the QR but also by the ambient temperature.
The optimized defect orbitals of L3, L1 and L'1 on the GS and ES at 0 K and the time-
dependent defect orbitals of their instantaneous structures at 1 ps, 2 ps and 3 ps along the
ES AIMD simulations at 300 K are shown in Figs. S4-S6. (See also Table S2 and Fig. S3)
The orbitals 1021 and 1020 on the ES are especially extracted and shown in Figs.2(d) and
2(e), respectively. In L3 which has the weaker QR because of the longer inter-defect distance,
the defect orbitals are relatively more localized at one of the two NV defects. (Fig. S4) It is
remarkable that the localized orbitals actively change positions and/or shapes of the lobes
and alter from one to another NV defect with time due to the thermal modulations of the
exible inter-defect structure in L3. The active altering of the electron-excited orbital 1021
can be the main origin of the ultrafast depolarization in L3. In addition to the higher-energy
orbitals 1021-1024, the lower-energy orbitals 1019 and 1020 also exhibit the active orbital
altering in L3, which is qualitatively dierent from the L1 and L'1 cases as will be explained
below. The orbital altering is most active in L3 because more C atoms aligned between the
two NV defects give the more exibility to the inter-defect structure. In fact, the average
structural disorder between the GS and the ES at 0 K corresponding to the JT distortion
is larger in L3 than in L1 and L'1.(Table S1) In spite of the active changes of the orbitals,
the lower-energy orbitals 1019 and 1020 always form a complementary pair to symmetrically
balance each other while the higher-energy orbitals 1021-1024 form another group to make
their orbitals symmetric in total. Since L1 possesses the stronger QR induced by the shorter
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inter-defect distance, its orbitals tend to be more delocalized over the two NV defects even on
the ES. (Fig. S5) Such delocalized orbitals of L1 are more stable than the localized orbitals in
L3 especially in the cases of the lower-energy orbitals 1019 and 1020; the delocalized orbitals
of L1 do not signicantly change their lobe shapes even at 300 K as often as the localized
orbitals of L3 in spite of the larger energy uctuations of the lower-energy orbitals. (Fig. S2)
It is important that the orbital 1021 can keep its original lobe shape better in L1, suppressing
the depolarization caused by the orbital altering. The better-kept orbitals stemmed from the
fewer C atoms between the two NV defects and the resulted fewer structural variations in L1.
(Table S1) In contrast, the higher-energy orbitals 1022-1024 change their lobe shapes and
locations with time even in L1, which could contribute to the depolarization. In L'1 which has
the shorter inter-defect distance but the vacancy defects pointing away from each other, the
higher-energy defect orbitals 1021-1024 simultaneously exist at both of the two vacancies but
they are separated away from each other due to blocking by the two N atoms.(Fig. S6) The
orbital 1021 of L'1 does not largely change its lobe shape while the higher-energy orbitals
1022-1024 appearing around the vacancies change their shapes and locations of the lobes
with time like the L1 case. Those changes can also cause the depolarization through the
eective NA transitions among the orbitals starting from the orbital 1021. The signicant
altering in the defect orbitals on the ES at 300 K is not caused by the JT distortion which
can happen even at 0 K but by the thermal uctuations of the exible NV defect structures
at the ambient temperature. The defect orbitals are just like molecular orbitals formed by
two soft molecules embedded in the solid diamond crystal, and the atomic motions around
the exible NV defects can aect the time-dependent defect orbitals, which contributes to
the ultrafast depolarization dynamics.
We Fourier-transformed the real-time uctuations of the defect orbital energies of L3,
L1 and L'1 on the ES at 300 K shown in Fig. S2. The obtained power spectra in Fig.3
thus show the typical phonon modes involved in the exible multi-NV defect structures and
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Figure 3: Power spectra of the real-time defect orbital energies on the ES at 300 K.
orbitals 1019 and 1020 have the strongest intensity among the six defect orbitals reecting
their strongest energy uctuations in Fig. S2; the orbitals 1019 and 1020 which embrace
all the defect core atoms are most inuenced by the real-time atomic motions of the whole
exible NV defects. It should be noted that the power spectra exhibit peaks around 1300
cm 1 which is close to the experimentally observed Raman peak frequency of a diamond
crystal, 1330 cm 1.1,8 The current simple power spectra of the defect orbital energies still
can reproduce such representative Raman mode.
In addition to the high-frequency Raman peak, there are three signicant low-frequency
peaks appearing in the power spectra of the defect orbital energies: the sharp peak around
260-290 cm 1, the sharp peak around 350-400 cm 1, and the broad peak around 500-590
cm 1. These frequency ranges are in harmony with the experimentally observed frequency
components like 259 cm-1,48 355 cm-1,51 558 cm-1,48 and 560 cm-1.58 The power spectra
directly obtained by Fourier-transforming the real-time vibrational dynamics of N-V and
C-V on the ES at 300 K demonstrate such local phonon modes formed around the NV
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Figure 4: Power spectra of the real-time vibrational dynamics involved in the exible NV
defects of (a) L3, (b) L1 and (c) L'1 on the ES at 300 K. The typical vibrations included in
the two NV defects, two N-V vibrations and six C-V vibrations, were Fourier-transformed.
The atomic names in each panel correspond to the labeling in Fig.1. We marked the sharp
peaks around 260-290 cm 1 with a black dot (), the sharp peaks around 350-400 cm 1 with
a black cross (), and the broad peaks around 500-590 cm 1 with a curly ket g only when
they are signicant.
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defects, which is consistent with the previous reports that phononic vibrational modes are
quasi-localized in the vicinity of the NV defect.42,45,48,54 (Fig.4) As shown in Fig.4(a), all the
power spectra of the local vibrations around the NV defects of L3 actually exhibit the three
typical peaks corresponding to the three low-frequency peaks appearing in the power spectra
of the defect orbital energies in Figs.3(a) and 3(b). The broad peaks around 500-590 cm 1
have the larger intensity and appear almost equally in L3 where the two NV defects are more
independent, indicating that this broad peak stems from a collective local phonon mode of
each single NV defect equally involving all the N and C atoms like a shrinking mode of the
whole NV defect. The phonon intensity becomes weaker in L1 and L'1 because the collective
local phonon mode of each NV defect is slightly collapsed due to the stronger QR. The sharp
260-290 cm 1 peaks exhibit the larger intensity in L1. Because L1 has the shortest distance
between the C atom of the rst NV defect, b1, and the N atom of the second NV defect,
N2, electron around b1 can be attracted more to N2. (Fig.1(b)) The peaks of 260-290 cm
 1
then should be assigned as a phonon mode involving such electron-poor C atom. In fact,
the vibrations involving the two atoms, N2-V and b1-V, exhibit the largest intensity among
the 260-290 cm 1 peaks as seen in Fig.4(b). Note that an electron-poor C atom originally
exists even in a single NV defect because of the proximity of the N and C atoms like N1 and
a1, as evidenced by the 260-290 cm
 1 peaks appearing in Figs.4(a) and 4(c) for L3 and L'1,
respectively. The stronger QR induced in L1 just enhanced the 260-290 cm
 1 phonon mode
by generating the additional electron-poorer C atom. In contrast, the sharp 350-400 cm 1
peaks become weaker in L1 while they are apparent in L3 and L'1. Based on these facts,
the local defect mode of 350-400 cm 1 should involve a C atom which is less inuenced by
an N atom and can keep electron better. In spite of the shorter inter-defect distance, L'1
can have such less inuenced C atoms, e.g. b1 and b2, as well as L3 due to the opposite
orientation of N-b1 and N-b2. (Fig.1(c)) The blue-shifted 350-400 cm
 1 peaks compared to
the 260-290 cm 1 peaks also support the current picture; electron of the C atom, b1, should
be richer in the 350-400 cm 1 vibration than in the 260-290 cm 1 vibration. The reason why
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the representative local phonon modes appear only in the power spectra of the orbitals 1019
and 1020 can be explained by the fact that the orbitals 1019 and 1020 embrace all the defect
core atoms and their orbitals are most inuenced by the real-time vibrational dynamics of
the whole exible NV defects. The dierent geometries of the multi-NV defects, L3, L1 and
L'1, can enhance or suppress the local phonon modes of dierent frequencies depending on
the QR, which proposes that the extent of the QR between the multi-NV defects can be
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Figure 5: Real-time population dynamics of the defect orbitals (a)1021, (b)1022, (c)1023
and (d)1024 caused by the NA transitions occurring in L3, L1 and L'1. The orbital 1021
was initially populated by exciting an electron from the orbital 1020, which is the possible
lowest-energy excitation. The deexcited population down to the orbital 1020 is negligible
while the orbital 1019 is already occupied.
The NA dynamics simulations among the defect orbitals were performed with the time-
dependent electron-phonon couplings and defect orbital energies.59{65 (See Computational
Method in Supporting Information) The current NA transition dynamics is spin-dependent
and takes place only among the defect orbitals which have down-spin electrons. Figure 5
shows the time-dependent population of the ES defect orbitals 1021-1024 in L3, L1 and L'1.
The population dynamics starts from the initially excited orbital 1021. We obtained the
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almost converged population dynamics in the shown time region by averaging over 2700
dierent initial conditions. Each population dynamics, which started from a dierent initial
time, diers from each other depending on the instantaneous initial condition caused by
the thermal modulations of the orbital energies and electron-phonon couplings at 300 K.
If the eects of the thermal modulations were small enough and each population dynamics
was similar to each other regardless of the initial conditions, we could get the converged
population dynamics with much fewer initial samples. The fact that a few thousands of
initial samples are required to get the converged results means that the thermal modulations
depending on each moment essentially inuence each NA transition dynamics, making the
initial-time averages hard to converge.
As Fig.5(a) shows, the population of the initially excited orbital 1021 decays more slowly
in L1 than in L3 and L'1. Reminding that the lobe shape of the orbital 1021 does not
signicantly change in L1 as shown in Fig.2(d), the polarization initially created in L1 should
last longer. In L3, the lobes of the orbital 1021 actively alters with time as shown in Fig.2(d)
and, moreover, its population decays faster than L1, leading to its faster depolarization.
Although the orbital 1021 of L'1 also keeps its lobe shape well as shown in Fig.2(d), L'1
exhibits the faster population decay of the initially excited orbital 1021 than L1, which
results in the faster depolarization compared to the L1 case. Summarizing the above results,
the stronger the QR is, the slower the initial polarization decay is. We therefore conclude that
the strong QR can suppresses the depolarization dynamics and keeps the initial polarization
well. As shown in Fig.5(a), there is little dierence between L3 and L'1 in the main NA
transition dynamics, indicating that controlling both of the distance and orientation between
the multi-NV defects is crucial to induce the new functionality owing to the QR. Fig.5(b)
shows that the NA transition to the nearest orbital 1022 is more eective in L1 than in L3 and
L'1. Instead, L3 and L'1 exhibit the more population ows to the higher-energy orbital 1023
and 1024 compared to L1 as Figs.5(c) and 5(d) show. These nontrivial population dynamics
depending on L3, L'1 and L1 can be explained by a combination of the non-degeneracy of the
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orbitals caused by the QR and the electron-phonon couplings between the defect orbitals.
In fact, it has been reported that not only defect orbital energies but also electron-phonon
couplings essentially inuence ES dynamics among defect orbitals and their optical response
including a lineshape.42,48,54
Table 1: Electron-phonon couplings in the unit of meV between the initially excited orbital
1021 and the energetically close three defect orbitals.
orbital number L3 L1 L'1
1022 67.6 61.7 51.4
1023 15.4 7.31 9.39
1024 6.46 4.51 6.73
Table 1 lists the time-averaged electron-phonon couplings between the initially excited
orbital 1021 and the defect orbitals 1022-1024 which are energetically close to the orbital
1021. The values are root mean squares of time-dependent electron-phonon couplings during
the 3 ps ES AIMD simulations at 300 K. L3 has the higher degeneracy in the defect orbitals
due to the weaker QR, and also has the relatively large electron-phonon coupling to all the
orbitals. Thus, the population decay of the initially excited orbital 1021 is faster and the
population increases of not only the nearest orbital 1022 but also the higher-energy orbitals
1023 and 1024 are totally large. The lower degeneracy of the defect orbitals in L1 due
to the stronger QR rationalizes its slower population decay of the initially excited orbital
1021. However, as Table 1 shows, the electron-phonon coupling to the nearest orbital 1022
is much larger than the electron-phonon couplings to the higher-energy orbitals 1023 and
1024 in L1, making most of the initial population ow into the nearest orbital 1022 in L1.
L'1 has the higher degeneracy in the defect orbitals than L1, and has the larger electron-
phonon couplings to the higher-energy orbitals 1023 and 1024 than L1, leading to the more
population ow to the higher-energy orbitals in L'1 than in L1. In any case, the population
hardly ows into the originally electron-occupied orbital 1020 because of the largest energy
gap between the initially excited orbital 1021 and the orbital 1020. The root mean squares
of the time-dependent electron-phonon couplings among all the defect orbitals are calculated
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as 24.1 meV in L3, 26.9 meV in L1, and 25.7 meV in L'1. The dierence is small and L1
has the even slightly larger electron-phonon coupling than L3 and L'1, which itself can not
rationalize the suppressed depolarization dynamics in L1, suggesting that not the simply
averaged but the time- and orbital-dependent electron-phonon couplings are indispensable
to explain the present NA transition dynamics among the defect orbitals. We also note that
not only a transition from the initially excited orbital 1021 but also transitions among all
the ES defect orbitals are involved in the current NA dynamics simulations. Therefore, the
actual NA transition dynamics could be more complicated than the above scenario.
In summary, we computationally demonstrated that the strong QR induced by the short-
range defect interaction can eectively change the major properties of the multi-NV defects
such as orbital degeneracy and delocalization, phonon modes localized around the multi-NV
defects, and orbital-dependent electron-phonon couplings to cause the NA transition dy-
namics among the defect orbitals. Especially, by identifying the critical nanoscale distance
and favorable orientation between a pair of the NV defects, we concluded that the ultrafast
orbital depolarization is suppressed and the initial polarization information is better-kept by
the stronger QR. The higher polarization delity facilitates coupling of NV photon sources
to plasmonic waveguides and increases the interference visibility of single photons emitted by
the multi-NV defects, leading to the use of the polarization state as an additional variable
in quantum information processing. The short-range QR is physically dierent from the
longer-range dipole-dipole interaction, and will not suer from the long-range rapid charge
uctuation and additional dipole-dipole interactions which can be a source of the decoher-
ence of each NV spin state. The QR can be a new kind of physical manipulation to the NV
defect in addition to the previous means like magnetic and electric elds, strain, temperature
and pressure. The physical insights obtained in this study indicate that precisely controlling
both of the nanoscale distance and orientation between the multi-NV defects is crucial to in-
duce the new functionality owing to the QR. The above conclusions are broadly applicable to
many other solid-state defects of potential technological importance such as silicon-vacancy
16
in diamond and divacancy in silicon carbide, providing a starting point for the position-
ing accuracy of defects and creation protocols with broad implications for magnetometry,
quantum information, nanophotonics, sensing and ultrafast spectroscopy.
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Figure S1: Temperature uctuations in the excited-state (ES) ab initio molecular dynam-
ics (AIMD) simulations of L3, L1 and L'1 as a function of time. The temperature uctuations
exhibit little dierence among the three cases: The temperature averages are 301.8 K, 297.0
K, and 303.8 K while their standard deviations are 11.5 K, 11.7 K, and 14.8 K for L3, L1
and L'1, respectively. The current stable temperature uctuations would not be realized if
the structures were unstable or fragile.
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Atom L3 (GS) L1 (GS) L'1 (GS) L3 (300 K) L1 (300 K) L'1 (300 K)
N 0.009 0.028 0.017 0.001 0.000 0.000
C 0.004 0.030 0.034 0.001 0.000 0.000
C 0.014 0.036 0.038 0.000 0.000 0.000
C 0.006 0.030 0.034 0.001 0.000 0.000
N 0.059 0.062 0.016 0.001 0.000 0.000
C 0.050 0.038 0.033 0.001 0.000 0.000
C 0.067 0.050 0.038 0.001 0.000 0.000
C 0.066 0.039 0.034 0.001 0.000 0.000
RMSD 0.043 0.041 0.032 0.001 0.000 0.000
Table S1: Root-square displacements (RSDs) of the two N atoms and six C atoms around
the two vacancy defects between the ground state (GS) and the excited state (ES) at 0 K,
and the RSDs between the averaged ES at 300 K and the ES at 0 K. The unit is A. The
RSDs between the GS and the ES at 0 K reect the Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion induced by
the electron excitation from the orbital 1020 to the orbital 1021. In L3 and L1, the RSDs
of the two nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defects are asymmetric; the RSDs of the rst NV defect
is totally smaller than the RSDs of the second NV defect. This is due to the asymmetric
deformation of the occupied defect orbitals around the two NV defects upon the electron
excitation. (Compare the orbitals 1019 and 1020 in the GS at 0 K and the orbitals 1019 and
1021 in the ES at 0 K drawn in Figs.S4 and S5.) As shown in Fig.S6, L'1 has the occupied
defect orbitals symmetrically existing around the two NV defects both on the GS and ES
at 0 K, leading to the almost symmetric RSDs of the rst and second NV defects in the L'1
case. As the root-mean-square displacements (RMSDs) demonstrate, the average structural
S-2
disorder between the GS and the ES at 0 K is larger in L3 than in L1 and L'1, indicating
that the L3 structure is more exible due to more C atoms aligned between the two NV
defects. The average thermal disorder on the ES at 300 K is quite small in all the cases



































Figure S2: Real-time absolute defect orbital energies of (a) L3, (b) L1 and (c) L'1 on the
ES at 300 K. The instantaneous orbital energies at 1 ps, 2 ps and 3 ps and the averaged
orbital energies over 3 ps were taken from the above time-dependent orbital energies and
given in Table S2 and Fig.2, respectively. The lower-energy orbitals 1019 and 1020 have
the most signicantly uctuating energies among the NV defect orbitals. This is because
the orbitals 1019 and 1020 spread over all the defect core atoms which are adjacent to the
vacancy defects and have the most exible structure and atomic motions. The larger energy
S-4
uctuations of the orbitals 1019 and 1020 result in their enhanced intensity of the phonon
modes as shown in Figs.3(a) and 3(b). In contrast, the time-dependent energies of the
orbitals 1022-1024 uctuate moderately and are more degenerate even at 300 K compared
to the two lower-energy orbitals.
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Figure S3: Defect orbital energies relative to the highest energy of the valence band (VB)
orbitals of (a) L3, (b) L1 and (c) L'1 optimized on the GS at 0 K. The unit is eV.
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L3 L1 L'1
Orbital Number 1 ps 2 ps 3 ps 1 ps 2 ps 3 ps 1 ps 2 ps 3 ps
1019 10.97 10.75 10.82 10.88 10.79 10.84 10.83 11.05 11.03
1020 11.17 11.22 11.24 11.39 11.37 11.30 11.23 11.37 11.37
1021 12.64 12.59 12.64 12.59 12.54 12.65 12.67 12.68 12.53
1022 12.69 12.61 12.64 12.63 12.62 12.69 12.71 12.72 12.66
1023 12.85 12.68 12.67 12.92 12.81 12.83 12.74 12.77 12.68
1024 13.15 12.80 13.00 12.93 12.86 12.94 12.79 12.80 12.78
Table S2: Instantaneous absolute defect orbital energies of L3, L1 and L'1 at 1 ps, 2
ps and 3 ps during the ES AIMD simulations. The unit is eV. The instantaneous energies
correspond to the defect orbitals drawn in Figs.S4-S6. These numerical data were taken from
Fig.S2. The defect orbital energies largely uctuate at 300 K depending on time, supporting
the time-dependent altering orbitals demonstrated in Figs.S4-S6.
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Figure S4: Optimized defect orbitals of L3 on the GS and ES at 0 K, and time-dependent
defect orbitals of L3 at 1 ps, 2 ps and 3 ps in the ES AIMD simulations at 300 K. The
orbitals 1021 and 1020 are extracted and shown in Figs.2(d) and 2(e). The orbital energies
are listed in Table S2 and in Fig.2(a)-2(c). The lower-energy orbitals 1019 and 1020 on the
GS at 0 K exist simultaneously at both of the two NV defects. This however disappears on
the ES at 0 K because of the JT distortion.
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Figure S5: Same as Fig.S4 but for L1.
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Figure S6: Same as Fig.S4 but for L'1. The lower-energy orbitals 1019 and 1020 stably
keeps their lobe shape, which is similar to the L1 case while dierent from the L3 case.
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Figure S7. Structure of periodic diamond cell which includes two NV defects. The
locations of the four core atoms, one N atom and three C atoms, are labeled as N1, a1, b1
and c1 for the rst NV defect and N2, a2, b2 and c2 for the second NV defect, respectively.
The blue-shadowed area denotes the spacing C-atom layers between the two NV defects in





Figure S8: Three L3 congurations of dierent cell size composed of (a) C212N2 (10.7 A
 10.7 A  10.7 A), (b) C508N2 (14.3 A  14.3 A  14.3 A) and (c) C996N2 (17.8 A  17.8
A  17.8 A).
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C212N2 C508N2 C996N2 Dierence
1.265 1.260 1.341 -0.081
1.491 1.492 1.558 -0.066
2.902 3.232 3.293 -0.061
3.265 3.245 3.297 -0.052
3.279 3.252 3.336 -0.084
3.605 3.288 3.365 -0.077
Table S3: Defect orbital energies relative to the highest energy of the VB orbitals in the
three L3 congurations drawn in Fig.S8. The unit is eV. The far right column lists the
orbital energy dierence between C508N2 and C996N2.
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Orbital Number Dispersion Correction (DFT-D3) No Correction Dierence
1019 1.255 1.260 -0.005
1020 1.487 1.490 -0.003
1021 3.233 3.229 0.004
1022 3.245 3.241 0.004
1023 3.252 3.248 0.004
1024 3.289 3.285 0.004
Table S4: Defect orbital energies relative to the highest energy of the VB orbitals of L3
calculated with and without the dispersion correction. The unit is eV.
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Orbital Number Dispersion Correction (DFT-D3) No Correction Dierence
1019 1.174 1.180 -0.006
1020 1.730 1.732 -0.002
1021 3.225 3.221 0.004
1022 3.280 3.275 0.005
1023 3.343 3.338 0.005
1024 3.443 3.437 0.006
Table S5: Same as Table S4 but for L1.
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Lattice Vector L3 L1 L'1
a 14.29 0.00 0.00 14.29 0.00 0.00 14.29 0.00 0.00
b 0.00 14.29 0.00 0.00 14.29 0.00 0.00 14.29 0.00
c 0.00 0.00 14.29 0.00 0.00 14.30 0.00 0.00 14.30




Orbital Number HSE06 PBE Dierence HSE06 PBE Dierence
1019 0.00 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 -
1020 0.55 0.55 0.00 0.93 0.50 0.43
1021 2.99 2.04 0.95 2.09 1.76 0.33
1022 3.03 2.10 0.93 2.63 1.92 0.71
1023 3.12 2.16 0.96 2.76 1.98 0.78
1024 3.22 2.26 0.96 2.86 2.04 0.82
Table S7: Comparison of the defect orbital energies relative to the 1019 orbital energy
of L1 on the GS and ES at 0 K obtained with the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE) 06 and
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) functionals. The dierence between the orbital energies
obtained with the HSE06 and PBE functionals is systematic; the HSE06 functional increases
the energies of the unoccupied orbitals while it decreases the energies of the occupied orbitals.
In fact, as seen in the fourth column, the energy dierence in the unoccupied orbitals 1021-
1024 on the GS becomes uniform, approximately 0.95 eV. The energy dierence in the ES
is slightly more complicated because the originally occupied orbital 1020 is now unoccupied
and the originally unoccupied orbital 1021 is now occupied, which is implied by the fact
that the sum of the energy changes in the orbitals 1020 and 1021, 0.76 eV, is close to the
other energy changes in the higher-energy orbitals 1022-1024. (See the seventh column)
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Computational Methods
Structure design : The primitive structure is a periodic cubic supercell of a diamond
crystal structure containing 512 C atoms. The length of the periodic cubic cell is 14.3 A at
each side. The NV diamond cell which contains the two NV defects was built by removing
two C atoms from the primitive cubic supercell and replace one of the C atoms closest to
each removed C location by an N atom at each defect site. As a result, each NV defect was
composed of one vacancy site and four closest atoms, one N atom and three C atoms as
shown in Fig.S7. The total charge of the designed NV diamond cell was set to be -2. The
notation of the system L3 means that there are three spacing C-atom layers between the
two NV defects.(Fig.S7) The notations of the other systems L1 and L'1 mean that there is
only one spacing C-atom layer between the two NV defects. Note that, in L'1, N1 and c1
were exchanged as shown in Fig.1. In order to check the nite size eects of the periodic NV
diamond cell, we additionally introduced the two dierent-sized cells for L3: C212N2 (10.7 A
 10.7 A  10.7 A) and C996N2 (17.8 A  17.8 A  17.8 A). (See Fig.S8) L3 has the largest
distance between the two NV defects and should be aected more by the nite system size.
Structure and energy on the GS at 0 K : All the following ab initio calculations
were performed by Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP). [1] Unless otherwise stated,
structures and energies were computed by generalized-gradient approximation and projector-
augmented-wave pseudopotentials of the PBE functional with the 420 eV energy cuto for
the plan-wave basis set. We applied the  -point to map the Brillouin-zone. For checking the
nite size eects of the periodic NV diamond cell, we calculated and compared the defect
orbital energies in the above three dierent cells for L3. The C1h-symmetry was constrained
and the cell size was frozen in these three structural optimizations while no occupation
restriction was set. We conrmed that all the defect orbital energies are uniformly upper-
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shifted in C996N2 compared to C508N2 by the order of 10
 2 eV which is irrelevant to the
current discussions and conclusions. (See Table S3) Thus, C508N2 was chosen in all the
following calculations including the AIMD simulations at 300 K. The further GS structures
and cell sizes of C508N2 at 0 K were calculated without any geometrical and occupation
constraints. We also examined the role of the long-range dispersion force which could stem
from the long-range dipole-dipole interaction between the two NV defects. The dispersion
correction was taken into account by the DFT-D3 method embedded in VASP. Tables S4 and
S5 show the defect orbital energies of L3 and L1 calculated with and without the dispersion
correction. The dierence appears in the order of 10 3 eV in the both cases, meaning that
the long-range dispersion interaction between the two NV defects can be neglected. The
structural change due to the inclusion of the dispersion correction, dened as the RMSD, is
only 0.015 A and also negligible. The relative total energy of L1 to L3 is the same, 0.13 eV,
regardless of the existence of the dispersion correction.
Structure and energy on the ES at 0 K : As shown in Fig.2, the defect orbitals
involved in the present photoexcitation and non-adiabatic (NA) dynamics of the multi-NV
defects are the orbitals from 1019 to 1024. The orbital 1018 corresponds to the highest-
energy orbital of the VB while the orbital 1025 is the lowest-energy orbital of the conduction
band. Thus, the electronic conguration of the two NV defects on the rst ES of quintet
is (1019)(1020)(1021)(1022)(1023)(1024). All the structures and cell sizes on the ES
at 0 K were freely optimized under this electronic conguration. (See Table S6) For the
optimized ES structure of L1 which exhibits the stronger quantum resonance, single-point
calculations were further performed with the HSE06 functional with the same plane-wave
basis set. Table S7 compares the defect orbital energies on the ES obtained with the HSE06
and PBE functionals. We emphasize that the PBE defect orbital energies can still keep the
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most important properties to elucidate the current ES NA transition dynamics among the
defect orbitals: (1) the three largest energy gaps appear in the same order; the largest gap
appears between the orbitals 1021 and 1020, the second largest gap appears between the or-
bitals 1020 and 1019, and the third largest gap appears between the orbitals 1022 and 1021.
(2) The three orbitals 1022-1024 form a relatively degenerate band and they are energetically
close. Therefore, the current NA transition dynamics should be at least semiquantitatively
correct as was demonstrated in the single NV defect case[2], and the above deviations be-
tween the HSE06 and PBE functionals are irrelevant to the suggested physical insights and
conclusions on the depolarization dynamics and phonon modes in this study. Actually, the
PBE functional has been widely adopted in many defect cases including structures[3{6],
energies[3, 7, 8] and phonon modes[4, 6, 9]. Balancing the computational cost and accuracy,
we chose the PBE functional to semiquantitatively describe the NA transition dynamics
among the defect orbitals at the ambient temperature. We also emphasize that the ambient
temperature inducing the thermal modulations of the orbital energies shown in Fig.S2 and
the orbital altering shown in Figs.S4-S6 rather plays a pivotal role to determine the current
depolarization dynamics and phonon modes.
AIMD simulations at 300 K : The ES structures of L3, L1 and L'1 optimized at
0 K were heated up to 300 K by repeated velocity rescaling under the same electronic
occupation (1019)(1020)(1021)(1022)(1023) (1024). After the careful equilibration,
microcanonical MD trajectories of 3 ps were produced on the ES using the Verlet algorithm
with a 1 fs time step. No geometric symmetry was imposed while the cell sizes of L3, L1 and
L'1 were xed to the corresponding cell sizes optimized on the ES at 0 K. (See Table S6)
ES NA transition dynamics simulations at 300 K : The NA transition dynamics
among the defect orbitals were simulated based on the time-domain density functional theory
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with adiabatic Kohn-Sham (KS) bases.[2] The original diabatic KS orbitals can be expanded
by the adiabatic KS orbitals as,




for p = 1;    ; N . Here, N is the number of electrons to be calculated. The adiabatic
KS orbital k(r;R) corresponding to a defect orbital k depends on time through the time-
dependence of R(t), and can be obtained for atomic positions at each time step along the
AIMD trajectories. Substitution of this expanded form into the time-dependent Schrodinger







cpm(t)(mkm   i~dkm  _R): (2)
The eigen energies m corresponding to uctuating defect orbital energies can be obtained for
instantaneous atomic positions along the AIMD simulations. The electron-phonon coupling
to cause the NA transitions among the defect orbitals,
dkm  _R = hk(r;R)jrRjm(r;R)i  _R = hk(r;R)j @
@t
jm(r;R)i; (3)
stems from the dependence of the adiabatic KS orbitals on the time-dependent phonon
dynamics R(t). The current electron-phonon coupling depends on orbitals as well as on time
uctuating at ambient temperature. Since the electron-phonon coupling is proportional to
the phonon velocity, _R, the current NA transition dynamics would never happen under the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation with stationary atoms.
The current NA transition dynamics is spin-dependent and takes place only among the
defect orbitals which have a down-spin electron because the defect orbitals which have an up-
spin electron as well as the VB are now fully occupied and quiet. Therefore, by extending the
previous NA transition dynamics simulation method, we specically extracted and calculated
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the adiabatic KS orbitals, their eigen energies and the electron-phonon couplings related only
to the down-spin defect orbitals. Our NA dynamics simulations were performed by directly
solving the equations of motion, eq.(2), with the time-dependent electron-phonon couplings,
eq.(3), and the defect orbital energies, m, for the ES down-spin defect orbitals 1021-1024 in
L3, L1 and L'1. The initial expansion coecient of the defect orbital 1021 was set as unity
while the other expansion coecients were set as zero. 2700 initial conditions were sampled
from the 3 ps AIMD trajectory to get the converged real-time population dynamics shown
in Fig.5.
Data Analysis : All the defect orbitals were computed by VASP. The calculated defect
orbitals were visualized by XCrySDen2 with the isovalue of 0.025.[10] The time-averaged
orbital energies at 300 K were obtained by averaging each orbital energy along the 3 ps
microcanonical trajectories obtained by the AIMD simulations at 300 K. Atomic coordinates
at each step of the 3 ps AIMD trajectories were obtained by adjusting the xyz-coordinates
of the whole structure to the center of mass at each step. Time-averaged atomic coordinates
were rendered from averaging out the adjusted xyz-coordinates of corresponding atoms over
the 3 ps AIMD trajectories at 300 K. Time-dependent xyz-coordinates of vacancy sites
were calculated according to the translational symmetry of the diamond lattice. The lattice
points were derived from C atoms far from the NV defects at each step of the 3 ps AIMD
trajectories at 300 K.[11] Then, the time-dependent C-V and N-V distances in the NV defects
were estimated from the corresponding relative xyz-coordinates between the two vacancies
and the eight core atoms of the two defects at each time step. The RSDs and RMSDs were
obtained by comparing xyz-coordinates of the eight core atoms in the two NV defects on the
GS at 0 K and on the ES at 0 K and 300 K. The atomic coordinates on the ES at 300 K are
the time-averaged atomic coordinates as explained above. The RSD and RMSD values were
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calculated by setting the corresponding atomic coordinates on the ES at 0 K as a reference.
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